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No fear of Spectre and Meltdown
The ARTEC AOS operating system is not affected by the Spectre and
Meltdown vulnerabilities. Users don‘t have to do anything and retain the
full performance of their ARTEC system.
Background: The Vulnerabilities Meltdown and Spectre
As is well known from the media, significant security vulnerabilities have recently been
discovered in almost all current processors, which are currently making waves. These
gaps are due to performance-enhancing measures taken by processor manufacturers:
In order to achieve the current, high speeds - and to be able to use all parts efficiently
- almost all processors perform certain operations „on suspicion“ in order to be able
to deliver them faster if required. This means that calculations are carried out, even if
it is not yet clear whether the result of the calculation is needed at all and whether the
calculation violates set safety barriers. The necessary safety checks are only carried out
when the result is actually needed. The processors store all values read from the working
memory in a particularly fast cache.
The newly discovered attack techniques using the Meltdown and Spectre vulnerabilities
are now aimed at „sensing“ protected data contents in this storage environment, which
the program should not actually be able to read at all. For example, an interactive web
page that uses Javascript may not be able to read passwords, PINs and TANs or other
content stored elsewhere in the computer‘s RAM. In order to make this possible, the
processor is provoked millions of times per second in the course of the attacks to carry
out work on suspicion, which it is not allowed to do and will not carry out. When executing
on suspicion, however, data is already cached in the cache that is dependent on actually
secret memory values - and which would otherwise not be available there.
By means of sophisticated timing analyses, the potential attacker can now measure
whether the cache is already filled appropriately. Due to very precise and frequent
measurements, the website can, for example, determine passwords from the computer‘s
memory and send them back to the attacker via web access.
Consequence: Patches Lead to Massive Performance Losses
Attackers could use the possibilities created for performance reasons to extract confidential data from the RAM, which should not be accessible due to the existing security
settings.
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Traditional cloud providers are particularly hard hit by these attacks, providing many different customers with small plots for computing and processing data on a single piece of
hardware, as well as virtualized environments. In addition, attacks are also threatened by
the simple opening of a web page with interactive elements that can use the new attack
techniques to spy on the entire memory content of the computer or smartphone. (For
example, recently opened documents, passwords, PIN and TAN numbers, etc. are stored in
the computer‘s RAM)
In addition, any system with multiple security barriers and a single channel to transport the
detected data to the outside world is potentially affected. Scripts that run on interactive
web pages have such a channel - for example in the form of simple forms - and can load
data from web servers or upload uncovered secrets to the attacker.
The protection mechanisms currently being developed by the processor manufacturers must
now specifically disrupt the previous performance optimizations in some places in order to
prevent the possible attack. However, this results in significant performance losses of up to
30 %, which can result in expensive follow-up investments.
The Decisive Difference: The Architecture of AOS
For security reasons, ARTEC has been deliberately relying on Trusted Computing technology
for years with Trusted EMA® and delivers its solutions from the outset as highly secure,
ready-to-use Black Box appliances. Administrators don‘t have to worry about anything, as
the ARTEC AOS (like a firmware) contains all parts necessary for operation in a customized,
high-quality hardware (server).
ARTEC has always taken into account the fundamental nature of the current security
gaps in the development of its products. Because of the high sensitivity of the data to be
processed - especially in business environments - it was deliberately not taken into consideration to mix it with other systems on a hardware (e.g. by virtualization). For this reason,
we have always used dedicated systems for our solutions. Sensitive data should always be
kept in mind according to our philosophy.
Trusted Computing technology also offers particularly high protection in ARTEC cloud solutions, as our appliances can be equated with a highly secure vault even in the event of a
physical break-in to the data center or other manipulation attempts. In addition, sophisticated encryption concepts and functions such as the Four-Eye-Principle prevent unauthorized access to sensitive information in various scenarios. In contrast to other solutions,
ARTEC Trusted Computing technology prevents leverage of the protection mechanisms.
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Since the EMA® modules are all based on the same technology and concentrate exclusively on data processing, the real problem of the new attacks does not exist for EMA®
users: that external, malicious code or scripts can read out data and transmit it to the
outside world via a security barrier.
In the inner core of the ARTEC product series, the AOS firmware naturally also includes
security barriers to isolate individual parts from each other. However, at no time can
they execute foreign code or scripts from attackers to enable the skillful timing attacks
on which Spectre and Meltdown are based. The only critical part, i.e. the extraction of
content from documents (such as PDF and Word files), has also been specially secured
by ARTEC in a special sandbox. This could therefore be a theoretical risk. However, the
attacks would require two essential things: A channel through which determined „secrets“
could be transmitted to the outside world, as well as a sufficiently powerful scripting
language that could be used to circumvent the sandboxes and trigger the skillful timing
analyses and subtle provocations of the processor. However, neither is true in AOS: There
is no channel through which the analysis modules can transport data to the outside, nor
does EMA® execute Word macros or similar.
The basic principle of the AOS firmware to store particularly sensitive data on dedicated,
undivided and highly secure systems has already paid off several times for all ARTEC
customers.
Conclusion
Neither ARTEC nor our customers need to act on the security of AOS-based EMA® appliances. ARTEC will not need or release any special updates in this respect according to
the current state of knowledge.
All of our customers retain the high level of efficiency for which they have paid. The performance of used EMA®s does not have to be slowed down with a future update to protect
against these attacks. Your data is and remains protected in your secure EMA®, which is
generally better protected by trusted computing technology than comparable solutions.
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